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coral reefs and steps need to be taken to both elim-
inate these practices and promote recovery of DFP-
damaged reefs.

Convenors of the symposium were Dr Annadel Ca-
banban, Dr Mark V. Erdmann and Dr Lida Pet-Soede. 

Abstracts are available from the author and full
papers are under review for publication. For fur-
ther information contact Lida Pet-Soede at:
<lidapet@attglobal.net>.

Who’s minding the reef? 
Corruption and enforcement in Indonesia

M.V. Erdmann1

The recent mini symposium on destructive fishing
practices (DFP) at the 9th International Coral Reef
Symposium in Bali (October 2000) confirmed that
now more than ever, blast and cyanide fishing are
decimating reefs throughout the Indian and Pacific
Oceans. Participants at that symposium suggested
that in Southeast Asia, these DFP are the most sig-
nificant threat facing coral reefs today — even
more so than coral bleaching. Unlike coral bleach-
ing, however, DFP damage has a clear and directly
preventable human cause. So why does it still con-
tinue? Why have we failed to stop blast and
cyanide fishing?

Certainly this failure is not due to a lack of legisla-
tion. Blast and cyanide fishing are strictly illegal in
most countries with coral reefs (though significant
legal loopholes may be present). Rather, the problem
is often one of lack of enforcement and prosecution
of the fishers and companies using these destructive
techniques. A recent email survey requesting infor-
mation of previous DFP court cases in Indonesia
suggested that there is an appalling lack of such
cases on the public record. Why has this situation
arisen, despite the fact that significant legislation
exists to prevent and punish DFP?

In Indonesia, the reasons for such a poor enforce-
ment record are manifold. Police and park rangers
often lack incentive and the facilities to investigate
DFP incidents, and are frequently woefully igno-
rant of the pertinent laws and the reasons for them.
More often than not, however, the real reason for a
lack of enforcement against DFP is more sinister —
corruption. Blast and cyanide fishing are very
lucrative businesses in Indonesia, and for the aver-
age coastal policeman, a cyanide boat is viewed
more as a source of “extracurricular funding” than
as an enforcement problem. Individual blast fisher-
men are happy to pay significant “protection
money” to ensure that police never happen to be
on the scene when blasting is happening. 

Often the police and military are involved directly,
either in supplying explosives or cyanide, or as the
owners of the fishing company. Even in the rare
cases where some external force (such as an NGO
or a minister’s visit) has increased the resolve of
police and rangers, the arrested fishers hardly ever
make it to court — their boss will usually pay off
the police or the court to make sure the case is
never brought to trial. Finally, in the exceedingly
rare instances where a blast or cyanide case is
brought to trial, the company for which the fishers
work will undoubtedly take advantage of the most
corrupt arena in Indonesian society — the legal
system — and pay the judges directly for a ruling
in favour of the fishers. 

Under this system, it is perhaps not surprising that
blast and cyanide fishing continue unabated
throughout much of Indonesia. With few excep-
tions, the only reason for lessening bomb and
cyanide use is financial unviability (when the reefs
are too degraded to bomb and target species too
rare to catch with cyanide). 

Models for effective enforcement from the field are
few. The Nature Conservancy’s Indonesia program,
working in conjunction with the Komodo National
Park rangers (see Pet, this issue) looks promising,
however. Here, an international conservation NGO
supports local conservation enforcement agencies
with funding, equipment and expertise.

Here I describe a different model for enforcement
that is proving successful in North Sulawesi — the
involvement of the private sector in protection of
the reefs from which they make their livelihoods.
The North Sulawesi Watersports Association
(NSWA) is a group of 13 environmentally-con-
cerned marine tourism businesses operating in the
Bunaken National Marine Park and beyond. In the
late 1990s, as declining reefs and grouper and
humphead wrasse populations around Indonesia
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resulted in even stronger pressures from illegal
fishers on the few marine protected areas, the
NSWA became so frustrated with the lack of
enforcement in Bunaken that they took matters
into their own hands. They signed a memorandum
of understanding with both the water police and
the park rangers, in which they agreed to fund a
joint patrol system (with both day and night
patrols to catch the increasingly wily cyanide fish-
ermen) and occasional special undercover opera-
tions. To finance this patrol system, the NSWA
members agreed to charge a voluntary US$ 5.00
“preservation fee” from each of their diving guests. 

This joint patrol system quickly produced results.
In May 2000, a team of seven cyanide fishers were
found operating at night on Bunaken Island.
Unfortunately, while they were positively identi-
fied, they managed to escape. Photographs were
taken of the damage and local witnesses were pro-
duced, and the NSWA hired a lawyer to press the
(terrestrial) police to investigate the case. Within
days the seven suspects were placed in jail while
under investigation. Though they were eventually
released due to lack of evidence, ten days in jail
was enough to “reform” this team to the point that
they later assisted the NSWA patrols with informa-
tion on a second team of five cyanide fishermen.
This team was caught in the act of cyaniding for
humphead wrasse, groupers and other reef fish on
Mantehage Island in June 2000. The five fishers
were sent to jail, and their boats, engines, hookah
compressor, dive gear and cyanide containers were
confiscated as evidence. Over one hundred cap-
tured reef fishes, including juvenile humphead
wrasse and groupers, were also taken as evidence.
At the present time, four of the five fishers have
been released from jail due to their youth (under
18), while the leader of the team is being tried in
court in what has become a lengthy battle between
the NSWA patrol team’s strong evidence and obvi-
ous attempted bribery of the judges by the cyanide
“boss” behind the five fishers.

Finally, a special undercover operation, executed in
late August 2000, succeeded in capturing a team of
four bomb fishermen in the act of blasting a reef for
fish. All four fishermen were put in jail and are
awaiting court trial; their boat, engine, hookah
compressor, diving gear, eight unused fish bombs
and 13 kilograms of blasted fish were confiscated. 

Patrols are ongoing (and are set to receive addi-
tional funding from WWF-Wallacea), and it
appears that a strong message is being sent to those
behind the illegal fishing activities. While the
NSWA has not yet entered the higher stakes game
of paying judges for a decision, it seems that a few
weeks’ or months’ of jail time while awaiting trial

may be enough to dissuade a number of fishers
from this unethical livelihood. 

Given the apparent success of both the NSWA pri-
vate sector model in Bunaken and the TNC conser-
vation NGO model in Komodo, it is tempting to
question why such models have not been repli-
cated widely. While the reasons for this are
undoubtedly many, it strikes me that one huge
obstacle is that many international organisations
(both NGOs and development aid projects) and
local Indonesian NGOs don’t like the word
“enforcement” — it is not a warm and fuzzy con-
cept. Many seem stuck on the notion that blasting
and cyaniding are last resort measures by desper-
ately poor fishermen whom we should all pity. 

Not only is this paradigm highly inaccurate in
Indonesia (e.g. Pet-Soede and Erdmann l998), it
tacitly ignores a very important point. Blast and
cyanide fishing are illegal activities that ruin the
livelihoods of coastal peoples for years to come.
Blasting and cyaniding can easily be likened to
murder of a coral reef. Murder is illegal throughout
the world, and when it is committed by a person of
a lower socioeconomic class we do not simply for-
give him because he is poor. In my opinion, the
same moral standard should be held against blast
and cyanide fishers, period.

In this regard, it is instructive to take note of how
the local communities themselves view enforce-
ment activities. In the NSWA case in Bunaken
National Park, local villagers have strongly sup-
ported the patrols and have actually requested
more! Several villagers have asked to join the
patrols, pointing out that for every bomb or
cyanide incident the dive operators hear about,
there are fifty more that the communities know
about and would like to see dealt with. 

It seems that while for years the majority of vil-
lagers in the park just held their tongues about the
destruction they witnessed (knowing it was often
done in collusion with authorities), these same
people are now relieved and happy to finally see
the law being upheld. Unfortunately, as they have
pointed out, there is an awfully long way to go.
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